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 .Let A, S be an Artin system. For X : S, we denote by A the subgroup of AX
generated by X. Such a group is called a parabolic subgroup of A. We reprove Van
der Lek's theorem: ``a parabolic subgroup of an Artin group is an Artin group.'' We
give an algorithm which decides whether two parabolic subgroups of an Artin
group are conjugate. Let A be a finite type Artin group, and let A be a parabolicX
subgroup with connected associated Coxeter graph. The quasi-centralizer of A inX
A is the set of b in A such that b Xby1 s X. We prove that the commensurator
of A in A is equal to the normalizer of A in A, and that this group isX X
generated by A and the quasi-centralizer of A in A. Moreover, if A is not ofX X X
 .type D l G 4 and l even , then this group is generated by A and the centralizerl X
of A in A. Q 1997 Academic PressX
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let S be a finite set. A Coxeter matrix over S is a matrix M s ms, t s, t g S
indexed by the elements of S and satisfying
 .a m s 1 if s g S,s, s
 .  4b m s m g 2, 3, 4, . . . , q` if s, t g S and s / t.s, t t, s
 .A Coxeter matrix M s m is usually represented by its Coxeters, t s, t g S
graph G. This is defined by the following data.
 .a S is the set of vertices of G.
 .b Two vertices s, t g S are joined by an edge if m G 3.s, t
 .c The edge joining two vertices s, t g S is labelled by m ifs, t
m G 4.s, t
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 .  .The Coxeter system associated with M or with G is the pair W, S where
W is the group having the presentation
m s , t < :W s S st s 1 if m - q` . . s , t
The group W is called the Coxeter group associated with M. We say that M
 .or G is of finite type if its associated Coxeter group is finite. We assume
that the reader is familiar with the theory of Coxeter groups. We refer to
w xBo, Ha1, Hu for general expositions on the subject.
 4We fix a set S s s ; s g S in one-to-one correspondence with S. Fors
s, t g S and for m g N, we write
prod s , s , m s . . . s s s . .s t s t s^ ` _
m terms
 .  .The Artin system associated with M or with G is the pair A, S where A
is the group having the presentation
 < :A s S prod s , s , m s prod s , s , m if s / t and m - q` . .  .s t s , t t s s , t s , t
 .The group A is called the Artin group or the generalized braid group
associated with M.
Given X : S, we write
 .M s m ,X s, t s, t g X
G , the Coxeter graph which represents M ,X X
W , the subgroup of W generated by X,X
 4S s s ; s g X ,X s
A , the subgroup of A generated by S .X X
 .The group W is called a parabolic subgroup of W, S , and the group AX X
 .is called a parabolic subgroup of A, S . The goal of this paper is to study
parabolic subgroups of Artin systems.
 .It is well known that if X : S, then W , X is the Coxeter systemX
 w x.associated with G see Bo, Chap. IV, Sect. 1, No. 8 . The same resultX
 .holds for Artin systems. Namely, if X : S, then A , S is the ArtinX X
system associated with G . This last result was first proved for finite typeX
w x w xArtin systems by Brieskorn and Saito BS , and Deligne Del , then for
w xextra-large type Artin systems by Appel and Schupp AS , and finally for all
w xArtin systems by Van der Lek Le, Chap. II, Theorem 4.13 . We also
w xmention the nice proof by Charney and Davis CD1 for G of finite type.X
 .We give a new proof of this result Theorem 3.1 which is much more
elementary than Van der Lek's. This proof goes through the canonical
2-dimensional CW-complex associated with the usual presentation of an
Artin group. This CW-complex can also be viewed as the 2-skeleton of the
w x  w x.complex described by Salvetti in Sa see also CD2, Da .
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w xIn Kr, Corollary 3.1.7 , Krammer gives an algorithm which decides
 .whether two parabolic subgroups W and W of a Coxeter system W, SX X 9
 w x.are conjugate see also Ri, Deo . In fact, these two subgroups are
conjugate if and only if their corresponding generating sets X and X 9 are
 y1 .conjugate i.e., if there exists w g W such that wXw s X 9 . This algo-
rithm is described in Section 4. We prove that this algorithm also decides
 .whether two parabolic subgroups A and A of an Artin system A, SX X 9
 .are conjugate Theorem 4.1 .
 .For a group G and for a subgroup H of G, we denote by Z G the
 .  .center of G, by Z H the centralizer of H in G, by N H theG G
 .normalizer of H in G, and by C H the commensurator of H in G.G
Recall that this is defined by
C H s g g G; H l gHgy1 has finite index in both H and gHgy1 . .  4 .G
Commensurators play an important role in representation theory, espe-
 w x.cially in the study of induced representations see Ma . The quasi-center
 .of the Coxeter system W, S is
 y1 4QZ W , S s w g W ; wSw s S . .
 .Similarly, the quasi-center of the Artin system A, S is
QZ A , S s b g A; b Sby1 s S . 4 .
Understanding the quasi-centers is important in the study of Artin groups,
especially those of finite type. Let G be a finite type Coxeter graph. Then
 .there is a distinguished element in QZ A, S called the fundamental
 .element of A, S and denoted by D. This element was first introduced by
w x w xGarside Ga for braid groups and then by Brieskorn and Saito BS and
w xDeligne Del for all finite type Artin systems. It is defined in Section 2. If
 .  .G is connected, then QZ W, S is a cyclic group of order 2, and QZ A, S
 .is the infinite cyclic group generated by D. Moreover, either Z W s
 .  .  .  .  4  .QZ W, S and Z A s QZ A, S , or Z W s 1 and Z A is the cyclic
subgroup of A generated by D2.
 4Let G be the Coxeter graph A of Fig. 1. We number S s s , . . . , sl 1 l
according to Fig. 1. It is well known that W is the symmetric group on
 w x.l q 1 letters, and that A is the braid group on l q 1 strings see Ar . We
 4 w xset X s s , . . . , s for r F l. De la Harpe Ha2 conjectured that, for1 r
r s l y 1, the commensurator of A in A is the subgroup of A generatedX
by A and the center of A. This conjecture is proved and generalizedX
 4 w xappropriately to any r g 1, . . . , l y 1 by Rolfsen Ro1 . He proves that if
1 F r F l y 1, then
C A s N A s A ? Z A . .  .  .A X A X X A X
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FIGURE 1
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 .  . w xNote that A l Z A s Z A . Using FRZ , one can easily show thatX A X X
 .if r s l y 1, then Z A is generated by the center of A and the centerA X X
w xof A. Rolfsen Ro2 conjectured that the above equality can be generalized
to Artin groups, or, at least, to finite type Artin groups. This conjecture is
supported by the fact that there is a similar result for Coxeter groups see
w x.Kr, Chap. III; Ho . More precisely, if W is a parabolic subgroup of aX
 .Coxeter system W, S , then
N W s W ? QZ W , X , .  .W X X W X
where
 y1 4QZ W , X s w g W ; wXw s X .W X
 .  .is the quasi-centralizer of W , X in W. We do not have C W sX W X
 .  w x.N W in general see Pa . Let G be a finite type Coxeter graph, and letW X
X : S be such that G is connected. We prove the equalitiesX
C A s N A s C Z A s N Z A .  .  .  . .  .A X A X A X A X
s Z Z A s A ? QZ A , S , .  . .A X X A X X
where
QZ A , S s b g A; b S by1 s S .  4A X X X X
 .  .is the quasi-centralizer of A , S in A Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 .X X
 .Moreover, if G / D l G 4 and l even , thenX l
C A s N A s A ? Z A .  .  .A X A X X A X
 .Theorem 6.3 . In particular, this proves Rolfsen's conjecture for G of
 .finite type and for G connected and G / D l G 4 and l even . We doX X l
not know if Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2, and Theorem 6.3 still hold if G isX
not assumed to be connected.
The main tools which allow us to characterize the normalizer and the
commensurator of a parabolic subgroup of a finite type Artin group are
given in Section 5. Let X, X 9 : S be such that G is connected. TheoremX 9
5.1 characterizes those b g A which satisfy b S by1 s S . In TheoremX X 9
 y1 . y15.2, we show that if b A b l A has finite index in both b A bX X 9 X
and A , then b A by1 s A , and, furthermore, we characterize suchX 9 X X 9
b g A.
Our work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some well-known
results concerning Coxeter groups and Artin groups. In Section 3, we
reprove Van der Lek's theorem: ``a parabolic subgroup of an Artin group
is an Artin group.'' In Section 4, we prove that Krammer's algorithm
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decides whether two parabolic subgroups of an Artin system are conjugate.
In Sections 5 and 6 we consider only finite type Coxeter graphs. Let
X, X 9 : S be such that G is connected. In Section 5, we characterizeX 9
those b g A which satisfy b S by1 s S , and those b g A which satisfyX X 9
b A by1 s A . Let X : S be such that G is connected. In Section 6, weX X 9 X
determine the normalizer and the commensurator of A in A.X
I thank Dale Rolfsen for his contribution to this work. He suggested to
w xme that some of the results of FRZ, Ro1 can certainly be generalized to
Artin groups. The proofs of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 are partially
w xinspired by those of FRZ, Theorem 2.2; Ro1, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 .
Moreover, part of the ideas which compose this paper arose from conser-
vations with him. I also thank Pierre de la Harpe for helpful comments.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this section, we assume that G is a Coxeter graph, that
 .  .W, S is its associated Coxeter system, and that A, S is its associated
Artin system. This section is divided into two subsections. In Subsection
2.1, we recall some well-known results concerning Coxeter systems. In
Subsection 2.2, we recall some well-known results concerning Artin sys-
tems.
2.1. Coxeter Systems
Every w g W can be written w s s ??? s where s g S for all i s1 r r
1, . . . , r. If r is as small as possible, then r is called the length of w and is
 .denoted by l w , and w s s . . . s is called a reduced expression of w.1 r
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.1 Bourbaki Bo, Chap. IV, Sect. 1, Ex. 3 . Let w g W,
and let X : S.
 .i There is a unique element ¨ in wW of minimal length. Moreo¨er,X
 .  .  .this element satisfies l ¨u s l ¨ q l u for all u g W .X
 .ii There is a unique element ¨ in W w of minimal length. Moreo¨er,X
 .  .  .this element satisfies l u¨ s l u q l ¨ for all u g W .X
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.2 Bourbaki Bo, Chap. IV, Sect. 1, Ex. 22 . Let w be0
an element of W. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .1 l sw - l w for all s g S.0 0
 .  .  .2 l w s - l w for all s g S.0 0
 .  .  .  .3 l ww s l w y l w for all w g W.0 0
 .  .  .  .4 l w w s l w y l w for all w g W.0 0
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Such an element is unique and exists if and only if W is finite. Then it is the
unique element of maximal length in W. Moreo¨er, w2 s 1, w Sw s S, and0 0 0
 .l w s m q ??? qm where m , . . . , m are the exponents of W.0 1 l 1 l
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.1
and 2.2.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let w g W, and let X : S.
 .  .  .  .i If l ws - l w for all s g X, then W is finite and l w sX
 y1 .  .l ww q l w , where w denotes the element of W of maximal length.X X X X
 .  .  .  .  .ii If l sw - l w for all s g X, then W is finite and l w s l wX X
 y1 .q l w w , where w denotes the element of W of maximal length.X X X
 w x.THEOREM 2.4 Coxeter Co . A connected Coxeter graph G is of finite
type if and only if it is among the Coxeter graphs of Fig. 1.
  . .Throughout this paper, we write I 6 for G .2 2
2.2. Artin Systems
We denote by u : A ª W the natural morphism which sends s on s fors
all s g S. This morphism has a natural set-section t : W ª A defined as
follows. Let w g W. We choice any reduced expression w s s ??? s of w1 r
and we set
t w s s ??? s g A. . s s1 r
w xBy Tits' solution of the word problem for Coxeter groups Ti , the defini-
 .tion of t w does not depend on the choice of the reduced expression
of w.
The Artin monoid associated with M is the monoid A generated by Sq
and subject to the relations
prod s , s , m s prod s , s , m if s / t and m - q`. .  .s t s , t t s s , t s , t
There is a natural morphism A ª A which sends s onto s for allq s s
s g S.
 w x w x.THEOREM 2.5 Brieskorn and Saito BS , Deligne Del . If G is of finite
type, then the morphism A ª A is injecti¨ e.q
Let G be of finite type. The fundamental element of A is defined to be
D s t w , .0
 .where w is the element of W of maximal length see Proposition 2.2 . For0
X : S, we denote by w the element of W of maximal length and we setX X
D s t w . .X X
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Note that, before claiming that D is the fundamental element of A , weX X
 .have first to show that A , S is the Artin system associated with GX X X
 .  4Theorem 3.1 . If X s s, t , then
w s prod s, t , m s . . . sts , .X s , t ^`_
m termss, t
D s prod s , s , m s . . . s s s . .X s t s , t s t s^ ` _
m termss, t
Let G , . . . , G be the connected components of G. For i s 1, . . . , n, we1 n
denote by X the set of vertices of G . Theni i
W s W = ??? = W ,X X1 n
A s A = ??? = A ,X X1 n
and
D s D ? ??? ? D .X X1 n
 w x w x.PROPOSITION 2.6 Brieskorn and Saito BS , Deligne Del . Let G be of
 .finite type. Let w be the element of W of maximal length, and let D s t w0 0
be the fundamental element of A. There is a permutation d : S ª S such that
d 2 s id,
w s s d s w for all s g S, .0 0
Ds s s D for all s g S.s d  s.
 w x.THEOREM 2.7 Bourbaki Bo, Planches . Let G be of finite type and
connected. Let d : S ª S be the permutation of Proposition 2.6. If d / id,
then
 4  4  4G g A ; l G 2 j D ; l G 5 and l odd j El l 6
j I p ; p G 5 and p odd . 4 .2
  .  .  .  .We number the ¨ertices of A l G 1 , D l G 4 , E , and I p p G 5l l 6 2
.according to Fig. 1.
 .If G s A l G 2 , then d is defined byl
d s s s i s 1, . . . , l . .  .i lq1yi
 .If G s D l G 5 and l odd , then d is defined byl
d s s s , d s s s , and d s s s if i F l y 2. .  .  .ly1 l l ly1 i i
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If G s E , then d is defined by6
d s s s , d s s s , d s s s , d s s s , .  .  .  .1 5 2 4 3 3 4 2
d s s s , d s s s . .  .5 1 6 6
 .  .If G s I p p G 5 and p odd , then d is defined by2
d s s s and d s s s . .  .1 2 2 1
 w x w x.THEOREM 2.8 Brieskorn and Saito BS , Deligne Del . Let G be of
finite type. Let b g A. Then b can be written
b s Dy2 m f ,
where m G 0 and f g A .q
Note that, by Proposition 2.6, the element D2 is in the center of A.
 .Let f s s . . . s g A . We define the length l f of f to be r. Sinces s q1 r
 .the defining relations of A are homogeneous, l f does not depend onq
the choice of the expression of f. We say that f ends with g g A if thereq
 .  .  .exists h g A such that f s hg. Then l f s l h q l g .q
 w x w x.THEOREM 2.9 Brieskorn and Saito BS , Deligne Del . Let G be of
finite type. Let f g A , and let X : S. If f ends with s for all s g X, then fq s
ends with D .X
 w x w x.THEOREM 2.10 Brieskorn and Saito BS , Deligne Del . Let G be of
finite type and connected.
 .  .  .i The quasi-center QZ A, S of A, S is the infinite cyclic subgroup
generated by the fundamental element D.
 .  .ii The center Z A of A is the infinite cyclic subgroup generated either
 . 2  .by D if d s id , or by D if d / id .
3. PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS ARE ARTIN GROUPS
Throughout this section, we assume that G is a Coxeter graph, that
 .  .W, S is its associated Coxeter system, and that A, S is its associated
Artin system. The goal of this section is to give a new proof of the
following theorem.
 w x.THEOREM 3.1 Van der Lek Le, Chap. II, Theorem 4.13 . Let X : S.
 .Then A , S is the Artin system associated with G .X X X
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Let u : A ª W be the morphism defined in Section 2. The colored Artin
group associated with G is defined to be the kernel of u and is denoted
by CA.
 .We consider the canonical 2-dimensional CW-complex K s K G asso-
ciated to the usual presentation of A. This is defined by the following data.
 .a K has only one vertex ).
 .b The set of edges of K is
K s ; s g S . 4 .
All the edges are assumed to be oriented.
 .c The set of 2-cells of K is
K s, t ; s, t g S, s / t , and m - q` . 4 . s , t
 .All the 2-cells are assumed to be oriented. The boundary of K s, t is
y1 y1 y1K s j K t j K s j . . . j . . . j K t j K s j K t . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .^ ` _ ^ ` _
m terms m termss, t s , t
 .Clearly, p K, ) s A.1
Ä Ä .Now, we consider another 2-dimensional CW-complex K s K G de-
fined as follows.
Ä .a The set of vertices of K is
 4P ; w g W .w
 .It is a abstract set in one-to-one correspondence with W.
Ä .b The set of edges of K is
ÄK s ; w g W and s g S . . 4w
Ä  .The edge K s is assumed to be oriented and goes from P to P .w w w s
Ä .c The set of 2-cells of K is
ÄK s, t ; w g W , s, t g S, s / t , and m - q` . . 4w s , t
Ä  .The cell K s, t is assumed to be oriented and its boundary isw
Ä Ä ÄK s j K t j K s j . . . .  .  . .w w s w st^ ` _
m termss, t
y1 y1 y1Ä Ä Äj . . . j K t j K s j K t . .  .  . .w ts w t w^ ` _
m termss, t
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Ä  .Note that the set of vertices of K s, t isw
P ; y g W . 4w y s , t4
ÄThe Coxeter group W acts on K by
wP s P if w , w9 g W ,w 9 w w 9
Ä ÄwK s s K s if w , w9 g W and s g S, .  .w 9 w w 9
Ä ÄwK s, t s K s, t if w , w9 g W , s, t g S, s / t , and m - q`. .  .w 9 w w 9 s , t
ÄThis action is free and proper. Moreover, KrW s K. The Galois exact
sequence
Ä1 ª p K , P ª p K , ) ª W ª 1 . .1 1 1
corresponds to the exact sequence
u1 ª CA ª A ª W ª 1.
In particular,
ÄCA s p K , P . .1 1
 .From now on, we fix X : S. We know that W , X is the CoxeterX
 w x.system associated with G see Bo, Chap. IV, Sect. 1, No. 8 . We denoteX
 .by A9, S the Artin system associated with G , and we setX X
K 9 s K G , .X
Ä ÄK 9 s K G . .X
Ä .  .Then p K 9, ) s A9 and p K 9, P s CA9.1 1 1
Ä Ä ÄWe consider the map c : K 9 ª K defined as
Äc P s P if u g W , .u u X
Ä ÄX Äc K s s K s if u g W and s g X , .  . .u u X
Ä ÄX Äc K s, t s K s, t if u g W , s, t g X , s / t , and m - q`. .  . .u u X s , t
ÄThis map is well-defined and equivariant by the action of W on both K 9X
Äand K. In particular, it induces a map
Ä Äc : K 9rW s K 9 ª KrW .X X
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Let i : A9 ª A be the morphism which sends s onto s for all s g X.X s s
ÄLet p : KrW ª K be the quotient map. If f : M ª N is a map, thenX X
 .  .f#: p M ª p N denotes the morphism induced by f. Then1 1
i s p #(c : A9 s p K 9, ) ª p K , ) s A. .  .  .X X # 1 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄPROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a map f : K ª K 9 such that f (c s id ÄK 9
Ä Ä Äand such that f is equi¨ ariant by the action of W on both K and K 9.X
ÄCOROLLARY 3.3. There exists a map f : KrW ª K 9 such that f (c sX
id .K 9
Proof of Proposition 3.2. First, we set the following notations. For
s, t g S and n ) 0, we write
prod s, t , n s . . . sts , . ^`_
n terms
prod* s, t , n s sts . . . . . ^` _
n terms
Let w g W. Let ¨ be the element of W w of minimal length. ByX
 .  .Proposition 2.1, w can be written w s u¨ where u g W , and l w s l uX
 .q l ¨ . We say that ¨ is X-minimal and that u is the X-component of w.
 .We write u s comp w .X
 .  .  y1 .Let ¨ , ¨ 9 g W. Note that if ¨ is X-minimal and l ¨ s l ¨ 9 q l ¨ 9 ¨ ,
then ¨ 9 is also X-minimal. This fact is used later in the proof.
Let w g W. Let u be the X-component of w. Then we set
Äf P s P . .w u
Ä Ä  ..Let w g W, and let s g S. Now, we define f K s . We write w s u¨w
where ¨ is X-minimal and u is the X-component of w.
 .Case 1. ¨s is X-minimal. Then ws s u ? ¨s, thus comp ws s u, there-X
fore
Ä Äf P s f P s P . .  .w w s u
Then we set
Ä Äf K s s P . . .w u
 .  .Case 2. ¨s is not X-minimal. Note that if l ¨s - l ¨ , then ¨s is
 .  .  .X-minimal since ¨ is X-minimal . Thus l ¨s s l ¨ q 1. Since ¨s is not
 .  .X-minimal, there exists s9 g X such that l s9¨s F l ¨s . Since ¨ is X-
 .  .  wminimal, l s9¨ s l ¨ q 1. By the folding condition see Br, Chap. II,
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x.  .Sect. 3 , s9¨s s ¨ , thus s9¨ s ¨s. So, ws s u¨s s us9 ? ¨ , thus comp wsX
s us9, therefore
Ä Äf P s P and f P s P . .  .w u w s u s9
Then we set
Ä Ä ÄXf K s s K s9 . .  . .w u
Note that s9 is uniquely defined since s9 s ¨s¨y1.
Let w g W, and let s, t g S such that s / t and m - q`. Now, wes, t
Ä Ä  ..define f K s, t . We write w s u¨ where ¨ is X-minimal and u is thew
X-component of w. Let ¨ be the element of ¨W of minimal length.0 s, t4
 .  .  . Let y g W such that ¨ s ¨ y and l ¨ s l ¨ q l y Proposition0 s, t4 0 0 0 0
.2.1 . Since ¨ is X-minimal, ¨ is also X-minimal. The following Assertions0
Ä Ä  ..1 and 2 are preliminary results to the definition of f K s, t .w
 .ASSERTION 1. If ¨ t is X-minimal, then ¨ ? prod* t, s, n is also X-0 0
minimal for all n s 2, . . . , m y 1.s, t
 4Proof. We suppose that there exists n g 2, . . . , m y 1 such thats, t
 .  .¨ ? prod* t, s, n y 1 is X-minimal and ¨ ? prod* t, s, n is not X-minimal.0 0
Ä Ä  ..  .As in the definition of f K s Case 2 , there exists t9 g X such thatw
¨ ? prod* t , s, n s t9¨ ? prod* t , s, n y 1 . .  .0 0
Moreover, since ¨ is the element of ¨W of minimal length,0 s, t4
l ¨ ? prod* t , s, n s l ¨ q n Proposition 2.1 . .  .  . .0 0
 .  .  .  .  .We write ¨ s ¨ ? prod* t, s, n . Then l ¨ s - l ¨ and l ¨ t - l ¨ .1 0 1 1 1 1
 .By Proposition 2.3, ¨ can be written ¨ s ¨ ? prod* s, t, m with ¨ g W1 1 2 s, t 2
 .  .and l ¨ s l ¨ q m . So,1 2 s, t
¨ ? prod* t , s, n s ¨ ? prod* s, t , m .  .0 2 s , t
s ¨ ? prod s, t , m y n ? prod* t , s, n , .  .2 s , t
thus
¨ s ¨ ? prod s, t , m y n . .0 2 s , t
This contradicts the minimality of the length of ¨ in ¨W .0 s, t4
ASSERTION 2. If ¨ s and ¨ t are both X-minimal, then ¨ y is X-0 0 0
minimal for all y g W .s, t4
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Proof. We suppose that there exists y g W such that ¨ y is nots, t4 0
 .  .X-minimal. By Assertion 1, y s prod* t, s, m s prod* s, t, m . Sinces, t s, t
 .¨ ? prod* t, s, m y 1 is X-minimal, as in the proof of Assertion 1, there0 s, t
exists s9 g X such that
¨ ? prod* t , s, m s s9¨ ? prod* t , s, m y 1 . .  .0 s , t 0 s , t
So,
¨ s ? prod* t , s, m y 1 .0 s , t
s ¨ ? prod* s, t , m .0 s , t
s ¨ ? prod* t , s, m .0 s , t
s s9¨ ? prod* t , s, m y 1 .0 s , t
thus
¨ s s s9¨ .0 0
This contradicts the fact that ¨ s is X-minimal.0
Ä Ä  ..Now, we define f K s, t .w
Case 1. ¨ s and ¨ t are both X-minimal. If y g W , then ¨ y is0 0 s, t4 0
 .X-minimal Assertion 2 . So, if y g W , then ¨y is X-minimal, thuss, t4
 .comp wy s u, thereforeX
Äf P s P . .w y u
Then we set
Ä Äf K s, t s P . . .w u
Case 2. ¨ s is not X-minimal, and ¨ t is X-minimal. Let s9 g X such0 0
  ..that ¨ s s s9¨ . If 0 F n F m y 1, then comp u¨ ? prod* t, s, n s u0 0 s, t X 0
  . .since, by Assertion 1, ¨ ? prod* t, s, n is X-minimal , thus0
Äf P s P . .u¨ -prod* t , s , n. u0
  .. If 1 F n F m , then comp u¨ ? prod* s, t, n s comp us9¨ ?s, t X 0 X 0
 ..prod* t, s, n y 1 s us9, thus
Äf P s P . .u¨ -prod* t , s , n. u s90
 .Note that, since ¨ s ¨ y is X-minimal, y s prod* t, s, n for some0 0 0 0
 4n g 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 . Then we set0 s, t
Ä Ä ÄXf K s, t s K s9 . .  . .w u
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Case 3. ¨ s and ¨ t are not X-minimal. Since ¨ s ¨ y and ¨ is0 0 0 0
X-minimal, y s 1 and ¨ s ¨ . Let s9, t9 g X such that ¨ s s ¨s s s9¨0 0 0
and ¨ t s ¨t s t9¨ . If 0 F n F m , then0 s, t
u¨ ? prod* s, t , n s u ? prod* s9, t9, n ? ¨ .  . u¨ ? prod* t , s, n s u ? prod* t9, s9, n ? ¨ .  .
thus
comp w ? prod* s, t , n s u ? prod* s9, t9, n .  . .X comp w ? prod* t , s, n s u ? prod* t9, s9, n .  . .X
therefore
¡Äf P s P .w?prod* s , t , n. u?prod* s9 , t 9 , n.~¢Äf P s P . .w?prod* t , s , n. u?prod* t 9 , s9 , n.
Moreover, m s m since W s ¨W ¨y1. Then we sets, t s9, t 9 s9, t 94 s, t4
Ä Ä ÄXf K s, t s K s9, t9 . .  . .w u
Ä ÄOne can easily verify that f is well-defined, that f is equivariant by the
Ä Ä Ä Äaction of W on both K and K 9, and that f (c s id .ÄX K 9
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It suffices to show that i : A9 ª A is injective.X
Ä .  .  .The morphism p #: p KrW , P ª p K, ) s A is injective sinceX 1 X 1 1
 .p is a covering projection. The morphism c#: A9 s p K 9, ) ªX 1
Ä .p KrW , P is injective since f (c s id . Thus i is injective since1 X 1 K 9 X
 .i s p #(c#.X X
4. CONJUGATE PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS
Throughout this section, we assume that G is a Coxeter graph, that
 .  .W, S is its associated Coxeter system, and that A, S is its associated
Artin system.
We consider the graph G defined by the following data.
The vertices of G are the subsets X : S.
 .An edge of G is a triple Y, t, t9 satisfying the following conditions.
 .a Y : S.
 .b There exists a connected component G of G such that both t0 Y
and t9 are vertices of G .0
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 .c
 4  4  4G g A ; l G 2 j D ; l G 5 and l odd j E0 l l 6
j I p ; p G 5 and p odd . 4 .2
 .d Let Y be the set of vertices of G , and let d : Y ª Y be the0 0 0 0 0
 .permutation such that w s s d s w for all s g Y , where w denotesY 0 Y 0 Y0 0 0
 .the element of W of maximal length. Then t9 s d t , and t, t9 are suchY 00
 .that t / t9 see Theorem 2.7 .
 .  4  4The edge Y, t, t9 joins X s Y _ t with X 9 s Y _ t9 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let X, X 9 : S. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 . y11 There exists ¨ g W such that ¨X¨ s X 9.
 . y12 There exists w g W such that wW w s W .X X 9
 . y13 There exists a g A such that a ? S ? a s S .X X 9
 . y14 There exists b g A such that b A b s A .X X 9
 .5 X and X 9 are in the same connected component of G.
 .  .  . wRemark. The equivalences 1 m 2 m 5 are proved in Kr, Chap.
x  .  .3.1 . We do not prove 1 m 5 here.
Let G be the graph defined by the following data.1
 .a The set of vertices of G is S.1
 .b Two vertices s and t are joined by an edge if m is odd.s, t
COROLLARY 4.2. Let s, t g S. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 . y11 There exists w g W such that wsw s t.
 . y12 There exists b g A such that bs b s s .s t
 .3 s and t are in the same connected component of G .1
 .  .  .  .Proof of Theorem 4.1. The implications 1 « 2 and 3 « 4 are
 .  . w xobvious. The equivalence 1 m 5 is proved in Kr, Chap. 3.1 .
 .  . y14 « 2 . Let b g A such that b A b s A . We consider the natu-X X 9
ral morphism u : A ª W defined in Section 2. Then
y1 y1
u b ? u A ? u b s u b ? W ? u b s u A s W . .  .  .  .  .  .X X X 9 X 9
 .  . y12 « 1 . Let w g W such that wW w s W . Let ¨ be the elementX X 9
of wW of minimal length. Since w can be written w s ¨u with u g WX X
¨W ¨y1 s wW wy1 s W .X X X 9
 .Moreover, ¨ is also of minimal length in W ¨ since ¨W s W ¨ , thusX 9 X X 9
l u9¨ s l u9 q l ¨ .  .  .
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 .for all u9 g W Proposition 2.1 . If s g X, thenX 9
l ¨ q 1 s l ¨s s l ¨s¨y1 ¨ s l ¨s¨y1 q l ¨ , .  .  .  .  .
 y1 . y1thus l ¨s¨ s 1, therefore ¨s¨ g W l S s X 9. This shows thatX 9
¨X¨y1 : X 9.
Similarly,
¨y1 X 9¨ : X .
 .  . y12 « 3 . Let w g W such that wW w s W . Let ¨ be the elementX X 9
of wW of minimal length. As before, for each s g X, there exists s9 g X 9X
 .  .  .such that ¨s s s9¨. Moreover, l ¨s s l s9¨ s l ¨ q 1. So,
t ¨s s t ¨ s s t s9¨ s s t ¨ , .  .  .  .s s9
thus
y1
t ¨ s t ¨ s s . .  .s s9
This shows that
y1
t ¨ ? S ? t ¨ : S . .  .X X 9
Similarly,
y1
t ¨ ? S ? t ¨ : S . .  .X 9 X
5. KEY THEOREMS
Throughout this section, we assume that G is a finite type Coxeter
 .  .graph, that W, S is its associated Coxeter system, and that A, S is its
associated Artin system.
Let X : S. Recall that w denotes the element of W of maximalX X
length. We denote by d : X ª X the permutation which satisfiesX
w s s d s w .X X X
 .  .  .for all s g X Proposition 2.6 . We set d X s 2 if d / id, and d X s 1X
if d s id. By Theorem 2.10, if G is connected, then the center of A isX X X
d X .  4generated by D . Let t g S _ X. We write Y s t j X and we setX
D t , X s t w wy1 . .  .Y X
Since w g W ,X Y
l w wy1 q l w s l w Proposition 2.1 , .  .  . .Y X X Y
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thus
D s t w s t w wy1 t w s D t , X D , .  .  . .Y Y Y X X X
therefore
D t , X s D Dy1 . . Y X
If s g X, then
D t , X s s s D t , X , .  .s s9
 . .where s9 s d d s . In particular,Y X
D t , X ? S s S ? D t , X , .  .X X 9
 .where X 9 s d X . Note that if m s 2 for all s g X, then X 9 s X andY s, t
 .D t, X s s .t
 .Let X, X 9 : S. A X 9, X -conjugator is an element a g A such that
y1  .  4a ? S ? a s S . If t g S _ X and X 9 s d X where Y s t j X,X X 9 Y
 .  .  .then D t, X is a X 9, X -conjugator. Such a X 9, X -conjugator is called
 .an elementary X 9, X -conjugator.
The following Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are the key of the remaining results
of this paper. Assuming that X : S is such that G is connected, theyX
allow us in Section 6 to characterize the normalizer of A in A, theX
commensurator of A in A, the centralizer of Dd X . in A, the centralizerX X
 .  .of Z A in A, the normalizer of Z A in A, and the commensurator ofX X
 .Z A in A.X
THEOREM 5.1. Let X, X 9 : S, and let b g A. The following statements
are equi¨ alent.
 .1
b ? S ? by1 s S .X X 9
 .2 b can be written
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u ¨ ,n 2 1
 .where m G 0, ¨ g QZ A , S , and there exists a sequence X sX X 0
 .X, X , . . . , X s X 9 of subsets of S such that u is an elementary X , X -1 n i i iy1
conjugator for all i s 1, . . . , n.
THEOREM 5.2. Let X, X 9 : S be such that G is connected, and letX 9
b g A. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
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 .1
b A by1 s A .X X 9
 .2
bDd X .by1 s Dd X 9. .X X 9
 .3 For e¨ery k g Z there exists l g Z such that
bDk d X .by1 s Dl d X 9. .X X 9
 .  44 There exist k, l g Z _ 0 such that
bDk d X .by1 s Dl d X 9. .X X 9
 .5 b can be written
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u ¨ ,n 2 1
where m G 0, ¨ g A , and there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X s X 9X 0 1 n
 .of subsets of S such that u is an elementary X , X -conjugator for alli i iy1
i s 1, . . . , n.
 .  y1 . y16 b A b l A has finite index in both b A b and A .X X 9 X X 9
We do not know if Theorem 5.2 holds if G is not assumed to beX 9
connected.
COROLLARY 5.3. Let s, s9 g S, and let b g A. The following statements
are equi¨ alent.
 . y11 bs b s s .s s9
 . k y1 k2 bs b s s for all k g Z.s s9
 . k y1 k  43 bs b s s for some k g Z _ 0 .s s9
 .4 b can be written
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u s p ,n 2 1 s
where m, p G 0, and there exists a sequence s s s, s , . . . , s s s9 of ele-0 1 n
 4  4.ments of S such that u is an elementary s , s -conjugator for alli i iy1
i s 1, . . . , n.
wRemark. One can see that Corollary 5.3 generalizes FRZ, Theorem
x2.2 to finite type Artin groups.
The following Lemmas 5.4]5.6 are preliminary results to the proofs of
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
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 .LEMMA 5.4. Let X : S, and let t g S _ X. Then D t, X ends with s .t
 4 y1  .Proof. We write Y s t j X. Let ¨ s w w . By definition, D t, XY X
 .  .  .  .s t ¨ . By definition of t , the element D t, X ends with s if l ¨t - l ¨ .t
 .  .  .  .We choose s g Y such that l ¨s - l ¨ . If s g X, then l sw F l wX X
 .Proposition 2.2 , thus
l w s l ¨ssw F l ¨s q l sw - l ¨ q l w s l w . .  .  .  .  .  .  .Y X X X Y
This is a contradiction. So, s s t.
LEMMA 5.5. Let X, X 9 : S, and let f g A . Ifq
f ? S ? fy1 s S ,X X 9
then f can be written
f s g¨ ,
 .where ¨ g QZ A , S , g g A , and g does not end with any s g S .X X q s X
Proof. We prove Lemma 5.5 by induction on the length of f. We may
assume that f ends with at least one s g S . We writes X
 4X s s g X ; f ends with s ,1 s
 4X s s g X ; f does not end with s s X _ X .2 s 1
We suppose that there exist s g X and s g X such that m G 3.1 1 2 2 s , s1 2
Let sX , sX g X 9 such that1 2
fs s s X f and fs s s X f .s s s s1 1 2 2
Since s g X , there exists f g A such that1 1 1 q
f s f s .1 s1
Now,
fs s s s X s X f s s X s X f ss s s s s s 1 s1 2 1 2 1 2 1
ends with s and with s . Thus, by Theorem 2.9, fs s ends withs s s s1 2 1 2
D s prod s , s , m s . . . s s s . .s , s 4 s s s , s s s s1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Thus there exists f g A such that2 q
fs s s f . . . s s s .s s 2 s s s1 2 2 1 2
Then
f s f . . . s .2 s2
This shows that f ends with s and, therefore, contradicts s g X .s 2 22
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So, if s g X and s g X , then m s 2. In particular, A s A =1 1 2 2 s , s X X1 2 1
A andX 2
D g QZ A , S : QZ A , S . . .X X X X X1 1 1
By Theorem 2.9, f ends with D . Thus there exists f 9 g A such thatX q1
f s f 9D . Obviously,X1
f 9 ? S ? f 9y1 s f ? S ? fy1 s S .X X X 9
By induction, f 9 can be written
f 9 s g¨ 9,
 .where ¨ 9 g QZ A , S , g g A , and g does not end with any s g S .X X q s X
So,
f s g ¨ 9D . .X1
LEMMA 5.6. Let X : S, and let g g A be such that g does not end withq
any s g S . If there exists p ) 0 such thats X
gD p gy1 g A ,X q
then g can be written
g s u . . . u u ,n 2 1
where there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X of subsets of S such that u0 1 n i
 .is an elementary X , X -conjugator for all i s 1, . . . , n.i iy1
Moreo¨er,
gD gy1 s D .X X n
Proof. First, we verify that
uD uy1 s DX X 9
 .if u is an elementary X 9, X -conjugator.
 .  4  .We set u s D t, X and Y s t j X. Clearly, the map d d : X ª X 9Y X
 .induces an isomorphism of Coxeter systems between W , X andX
 .W , X 9 . In particular, if w s s s . . . s , thenX 9 X 1 2 r
w s d d s ? d d s ? . . . ? d d s . .  .  .  .  .  .X 9 Y X 1 Y X 2 Y X r
y1  . .On the other hand, if s g X, then us u s s where s9 s d d s .s s9 Y X
So,
uD uy1 s ut w uy1 s t w s D . .  .X X X 9 X 9
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Now, we prove Lemma 5.6 by induction on the length of g. Let t g S
such that g ends with s . By the hypothesis of Lemma 5.6, t f X. We sett
 4Y s t j X , X s d X , u s D t , X . .  .1 Y 1
 .By definition, u is an elementary X , X -conjugator.1 1
We prove by induction on i that if 1 F i F p, then there exists g g Ai q
such that
gD py i s g D t , X . .X i
The element
gD p s gD p gy1 ? g .X X^ ` _
g Aq
 .ends with every s g S since D ends with every s g S and endss X X s X
 .with s since g ends with s , thus, by Theorem 2.9, there exists g g At t 1 q
such that
gD p s g D .X 1 Y
Then
gD py1 s g D Dy1 s g D t , X . .X 1 Y X 1
py i  .We suppose that gD s g D t, X for some g g A and that 1 F i - p.X i i q
py i Then gD ends with every s g S , and ends with s since, by LemmaX s X t
 . .5.4, D t, X ends with s . Thus, by Theorem 2.9, there exists g g At iq1 q
such that
gD py i s g D .X iq1 Y
Then
gD py iy1 s g D Dy1 s g D t , X . .X iq1 Y X iq1
So, there exists h g A such thatq
g s hD t , X s hu . . 1
Obviously,
hD p hy1 s hu D p uy1 hy1 s gD p gy1 g A .X 1 X 1 X q1
We suppose that there exists s g X such that h ends with s . Let1 1 s1
s g X such that s u s u s . Let h9 g A such that h s h9s . Thens 1 1 s q s1 1
g s hu s h9s u s h9u s .1 s 1 1 s1
This contradicts the hypothesis that g does not end with any s g S .s X
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So, h does not end with any s g S . By induction, h can be writtens X1 1
h s u . . . u u ,n 3 2
where there exists a sequence X , X , . . . , X of subsets of S such that u1 2 n i
 .is an elementary X , X -conjugator for all i s 2, . . . , n. So,i iy1
g s u . . . u u un 3 2 1
and
y1 y1gD g s hD h s D .X X X1 n
 .  .Proof of Theorem 5.1. 2 « 1 . We assume that b can be written
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u ¨ ,n 2 1
 .where m G 0, ¨ g QZ A , S , and there exists a sequence X sX X 0
 .X, X , . . . , X s X 9 such that u is an elementary X , X -conjugator.1 n i i iy1
Then
b ? S ? by1 s SX X 9
since
¨ ? S ? ¨y1 s S ,X X
u ? S ? uy1 s S i s 1, . . . , n , .i X i Xiy1 i
Dy2 m ? S ? D2 m s S .X 9 X 9
 .  .1 « 2 . Let b g A such that
b ? S ? by1 s S .X X 9
By Theorem 2.8, b can be written
b s Dy2 m f ,
where m G 0 and f g A . Thenq
f ? S ? fy1 s b ? S ? by1 s S .X X X 9
By Lemma 5.5, f can be written
f s g¨ ,
 .where ¨ g QZ A , S , g g A , and g does not end with any s g S .X X q s X
Then
g ? S ? gy1 s f ? S ? fy1 s S .X X X 9
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In particular, gD gy1 g A . By Lemma 5.6, g can be writtenX q
g s u . . . u u ,n 2 1
where there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X such that u is an0 1 n i
 .elementary X , X -conjugator. Moreover,i iy1
g ? S ? gy1 s S s S ,X X X 9n
thus X s X 9. So,n
y2 mb s D u . . . u u ¨ .n 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .Proof of Theorem 5.2. The implications 2 « 3 , 3 « 4 , and 1 «
 .6 are obvious.
e1 en   4.For a s s . . . s g A where e g "1 , we define the weight of as s i1 n
to be
n
weight a s e . .  i
is1
Since the defining relations of A are homogeneous, this definition does
not depend on the choice of the expression of a .
 .  .1 « 2 . We assume that
b A by1 s A .X X 9
 .By Theorem 2.10, Z A is a free abelian group of rank the number ofX
 .connected components of G . Since G is connected, Z A is an infiniteX X 9 X 9
 .cyclic group. Since A and A are isomorphic, Z A is also an infiniteX X 9 X
 .cyclic group. In particular, G is connected and Z A is generated byX X
d X .  . d X . y1  y1 .D Theorem 2.10 . So, bD b is a generator of Z b A b sX X X
 .Z A . ThusX 9
bDd X .by1 s D md X 9. ,X X 9
 4where m g "1 . Since
0 - d X ? weight D s weight bDd X .by1 .  .  .X X
s weight D md X 9. s md X 9 ? weight D , .  . .X 9 X 9
we have m s 1.
 .  .  44 « 5 . We assume that there exist k, l g Z _ 0 such that
bDk d X .by1 s Dl d X 9. .X X 9
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We may assume that k ) 0. We have l ) 0 since
0 - kd X ? weight D s weight bDk d X .by1 .  .  .X X
s weight Dl d X 9. s ld X 9 ? weight D . .  . .X 9 X 9
By Theorem 2.8, b can be written
b s Dy2 m f ,
where m G 0 and f g A . Obviously, f can be writtenq
f s g¨ ,
where ¨ g A , g g A , and g does not end with any s g S . Note thatX q s X
gDk d X .gy1 s fDk d X . fy1 s bDk d X .by1 s Dl d X 9. g A .X X X X 9 q
By Lemma 5.6, g can be written
g s u . . . u u ,n 2 1
where there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X such that u is an0 1 n i
 .elementary X , X -conjugator. Moreover,i iy1
gDk d X .gy1 s Dk d X . s Dl d X 9. .X X X 9n
Note that
X s s g S ; Dk d X . ends with s , 4n X sn
X 9 s s g S ; Dl d X 9. ends with s . 4X 9 s
Thus X s X 9. So,n
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u ¨ .n 2 1
 .  .5 « 1 . We assume that b can be written
b s Dy2 mu . . . u u ¨ ,n 2 1
where m G 0, ¨ g A , and there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X sX 0 1 n
 .X 9 such that u is an elementary X , X -conjugator. Theni i iy1
b A by1 s AX X 9
since
¨A ¨y1 s A ,X X
u A uy1 s A i s 1, . . . , n , .i X i Xiy1 i
Dy2 mA D2 m s A .X 9 X 9
 .  .The following assertion is a preliminary result to the proof of 6 « 4 .
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 4ASSERTION 1. Let s g S, and let a g A. If there exists p g Z _ 0
such that as p s s pa , then as s s a .s s s s
Proof of Assertion 1. Let X : S be such that G is connected. We haveX
 .  .  4already proved that 4 « 2 . So, if there exists p g Z _ 0 such that a
p d X . d X .  4commutes with D , then a commutes with D . We set X s s .X X
d X .  4Then D s s . Thus, if there exists p g Z _ 0 such that a commutesX s
with s p, then a commutes with s .s s
 .  .  y1 .6 « 4 . We assume that b A b l A has finite index in bothX X 9
b A by1 and A .X X 9
 y1 .Let s9 g X 9. Since b A b l A has finite index in A , thereX X 9 X 9
p  y1 . d X . y1exists p ) 0 such that s g b A b . Since bD b is in the centers9 X X
of b A by1,X
bDd X .by1 ? s p s s p ? bDd X .by1 . .  .X s9 s9 X
By Assertion 1,
bDd X .by1 ? s s s ? bDd X .by1 . .  .X s9 s9 X
 y1 . y1Now, since b A b l A has finite index in b A b , there existsX X 9 X
k ) 0 such that bDk d X .by1 g A . Since bDk d X .by1 commutes with allX X 9 X
s g S , the element bDk d X .by1 is in the center of A . By Theorems9 X 9 X X 9
 42.10, there exists l g Z _ 0 such that
k d X . y1 l d X 9.bD b s D .X X 9
6. NORMALIZERS AND COMMENSURATORS
OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS
Throughout this section, we assume that G is a finite type Coxeter
 .  .graph, that W, S is its associated Coxeter system, and that A, S is its
associated Artin system.
THEOREM 6.1. Let X : S be such that G is connected, and let k g Z _X
 40 . Then
C A s N A s Z Dd X . s Z Dk d X . .  .  .  .A X A X A X A X
s C Z A s N Z A s Z Z A . .  .  . .  .  .A X A X A X
Proof. The equalities
C A s N A s Z Dd X . s Z Dk d X . .  .  .  .A X A X A X A X
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are direct consequences of Theorem 5.2. The equality
Z Dd X . s Z Z A . . .A X A X
 . d X . holds since Z A is the cyclic subgroup of A generated by D Theo-X X
.rem 2.10 . The equality
N Z A s Z Z A .  . .  .A X A X
is also a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2. The inclusion
N Z A : C Z A .  . .  .A X A X
is obvious.
  ..   . y1 .  .We choose b g C Z A . Since bZ A b l Z A has finiteA X X X
 . y1index in bZ A b , there exists k ) 0 such thatX
bDk d X .by1 g Z A . .X X
 4By Theorem 2.10, there exists l g Z _ 0 such that
bDk d X .by1 s Dl d X . .X X
 d X ..Then, by Theorem 5.2, b g Z D .A X
So,
d X .C Z A : Z D . . .  .A X A X
 .THEOREM 6.2. Let X : S be such that G is connected. Then N A isX A X
 .the subgroup of A generated by QZ A , S and A . More precisely,A X X X
N A s QZ A , S ? A .  .A X A X X X
s b b ; b g QZ A , S and b g A . 4 .1 2 1 A X X 2 X
Moreo¨er,
QZ A , S l A s QZ A , S . .  .A X X X X X
 .Proof. Let b g N A . By Theorem 5.2, b can be writtenA X
b s Dy2 mu ??? u u ¨ ,n 2 1
where m G 0, ¨ g A , and there exists a sequence X s X, X , . . . , X sX 0 1 n
 .X such that u is an elementary X , X -conjugator. We seti i iy1
b s Dy2 mu ??? u u ,1 n 2 1
b s ¨ .2
 .  .Then b g QZ A , S Theorem 5.1 , b g A , and b s b b .1 A X X 2 X 1 2
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The equality
QZ A , S l A s QZ A , S .  .A X X X X X
is obvious.
THEOREM 6.3. Let X : S be such that G is connected and such thatX
 4G f D ; l G 4 and l e¨en .X l
 .  .Then N A is the subgroup of A generated by Z A and A . MoreA X A X X
precisely,
N A s Z A ? A s b b ; b g Z A and b g A . 4 .  .  .A X A X X 1 2 1 A X 2 X
Moreo¨er,
Z A l A s Z A . .  .A X X X
Proof. The following assertion is a preliminary result to the proof of
Theorem 6.3.
Assertion 1. Let s, t g S. If m G 4 and m is even, then there is nos, t s, t
a g A such that as ay1 s s .s t
Proof of Assertion 1. We suppose that there exist s, t g S such that
m G 4, m is even, and there exists a g A with as ay1 s s . Bys, t s, t s t
Corollary 4.2, there exists a sequence s s s, s , . . . , s s t such that0 1 n
m is odd. We may assume that s / s for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 andsi, s i iq1iq1
that s / s for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2. The sequence s s s, s , . . . , s s t,i iq2 0 1 n
s s s satisfies the following properties.nq1
 .a s / s for i s 0, 1, . . . , n, and s s s .i iq1 nq1 0
 .b s / s for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, and s / s .i iq2 n 1
 .c m G 3 for i s 0, 1, . . . , n.s , si iq1
Such a sequence is called a cycle and does not exist in a finite type Coxeter
 w x.graph see Bo, Chap. V, Sect. 4, No. 8 .
End of the Proof of Theorem 6.3. By Theorem 2.4, we have the inclusion
 4  4  4G g A ; l G 1 j B ; l G 2 j D ; l G 5 and l oddX l l l
 4j E , E , E , F , H , H j I p ; p G 5 . 4 .6 7 8 4 3 4 2
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First, we assume that
 4  4  4G g A ; l G 1 j B ; l G 3 j D ; l G 5 and l oddX l l l
 4j E , E , E , H , H j I p ; p G 5 and p odd . 4 .6 7 8 3 4 2
 .The automorphism group of G is defined to be the group Aut G ofX X
permutations m: X ª X such that
m s ms , t m s. , m t .
for all s, t g X. Recall that d : X ª X denotes the permutation such thatX
D s s s DX s d  s. XX
 .for all s g X. Clearly, d g Aut G . One can easily verify from TheoremX X
 .2.7 that Aut G is generated by d . More precisely, ifX X
 4  4  4G g A j B ; l G 3 j E , E , H , H ,X 1 l 7 8 3 4
 .  4then d s id and Aut G s id . IfX X
 4  4  4G g A ; l G 2 j D ; l G 5 and l odd j EX l l 6
j I p ; p G 5 and p odd , 4 .2
 .  4then d / id and Aut G s d , id .X X X
 .Let b g N A . By Theorem 6.2, b can be written b s a a whereA X 1 2
 .a g QZ A , S and a g A . Let m: X ª X be the permutation1 A X X 2 X
such that
a s s s a1 s m s. 1
 .for all s g X. Clearly, m g Aut G . If m s id, then we set b s a andX 1 1
b s a . If m s d , then we set b s a D and b s Dy1a . Then2 2 X 1 1 X 2 X 2
 .b g Z A , b g A , and b s b b .1 A X 2 X 1 2
Now, we assume that G s F . By Theorem 2.4, G is a connectedX 4 X
component of G. We write Y s S _ X. Then A s A = A . So, if b g A,Y X
then b can be written b s b b where b g A and b g A . More-1 2 1 Y 2 X
 .  .over, A : Z A . So, N A s A and every b g A can be writtenY A X A X
 .b s b b where b g Z A and b g A .1 2 1 A X 2 X
Finally, we assume that
 4G g B j I p ; p G 6 and p even . 4 .X 2 2
 .  .By Assertion 1, QZ A , S s Z A . So, by Theorem 6.2, everyA X X A X
 .  .b g N A can be written b s b b where b g Z A and b g A .A X 1 2 1 A X 2 X
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The equality
Z A l A s Z A .  .A X X X
is obvious.
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